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Progress
Report

A Letter from
Our Executive Director
We are proud to present Cleveland 2030 District’s
2017 Progress Report. I hope you will be pleased to
read about our accomplishments to date and share
our pride in Cleveland.

contribute significantly to CO2 emissions annually.
It is clear we need to address this transportation
sector to improve our air quality and create a better
environment for generations to come.

Our story started in 2010 at the City of Cleveland’s
annual sustainability summit, where more than
500 people from all walks of life convene in Public
Auditorium to support the City’s efforts to create a
more sustainable and resilient urban environment.
A working group from that summit eventually
became the Cleveland 2030 District.

The Cleveland 2030 District is a collaborative
effort. I would like to take this opportunity to thank
all who support us. We have been partnering
with several other community and professional
organizations to present an education series
and other programs for the past few years.
We appreciate the support of our dedicated
Professional Partners who provide incentives to our
members, helping them develop an efficiency plan
and implement projects. Community Partners have
stepped forward to offer support in a variety of ways
to help us achieve our mission. We have a number
of volunteers who have donated their time and
talent to support our marketing, communications,
development and metric reporting efforts. Many
thanks to our dedicated Board of Directors who
support the District in countless ways. Our work
would not be possible without the support of our
funders and sponsors. We are deeply grateful for
their confidence in the Cleveland 2030 District and
in our ability to create meaningful change and be
part of the movement to make Cleveland a better
place. Of course, none of this is possible without
the member properties that are working every day
to become more operationally efficient, focus on
environmental stewardship and move Cleveland
closer to becoming a transformed green city.

We have made such significant progress since
then. We now have over 56 million square feet of
participating commercial property in the downtown
business district and the University Circle area,
the education, medical and cultural center of
Cleveland. Our members are the progressive
leaders in our community who have voluntarily
pledged their support of the Cleveland 2030
District’s goal to achieve the 2030 Challenge for
Planning, calling for a 50% reduction in energy
and water consumption as well as CO2 emissions
from commuter transportation by the year 2030.
Our participating buildings have made significant
progress in reducing these three metrics, as you’ll
read in the following pages.
In trying to address climate change, it is important
to focus on the commercial building sector since
it is one of the largest consumers of energy in
the U.S. Commercial buildings also consume a
great deal of water. In a Great Lakes city with a
combined sewer system, it is critical that we focus
attention on water conservation and stormwater
management. As for transportation, commuters
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Featured Honor:
Dominion Community Impact
Award Recipient
The Cleveland 2030 District was honored to receive
the 2017 Dominion Community Impact Award.
Dominion Energy Ohio and the Dominion Energy
Charitable Foundation awarded grants to nonprofit organizations that made a difference in the
communities in which they serve. This was the 23rd
Annual Community Impact Awards competition
sponsored by Dominion Energy and Cleveland
Magazine.
The awards were presented to organizations that
made a major contribution toward the economic
and social revitalization in the communities located
in Dominion’s service areas in Ohio. Applications
were judged by a group of leaders from across the
state. Of 68 entries, 11 were selected to receive
this prestigious award.
Recipients were recognized at a luncheon hosted
by Great Lakes Science Center (which is one of
Cleveland 2030 District’s participating properties).
Look for a feature article in the March 2018 issue
of Cleveland Magazine.
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“Glad we can support the District’s efforts to help
Cleveland build and maintain its built environment in a
responsible manner.”
- Dave Thomas, President, The Chas. E. Phipps Company

Overview
Cleveland 2030 District is a 501(c)(3) organization
that engages commercial property owners,
professional partners and community stakeholders
in creating a dramatically efficient built
environment in Cleveland.
Cleveland was the second city, of now 18 cities,
to establish a 2030 District by accepting the
Architecture 2030 Challenge for Planning that calls
for a 50% reduction by the year 2030 in energy
use, water consumption and CO2 emissions from
commuter transportation for existing buildings.
What sets 2030 Districts apart from other
environmental organizations is their ability to
measure progress on both an individual building
level and a District wide level.
We strive to substantially reduce the environmental
impacts of building construction and operations,
supporting Cleveland’s efforts to become a resilient
city. We promote collaboration and economic
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development by recruiting building owners as
members, connecting them to professional
stakeholders that can help them meet their
operational efficiency goals, and providing
educational resources and access to the most
current technologies.
The 2030 model mobilizes a collaborative network
of private, public, and nonprofit stakeholders
to transform a city’s built environment to
support human and environmental health. By
engaging property owners to reduce energy and
water consumption and incentivize alternative
transportation methods, we take a comprehensive,
measurable approach to building urban
sustainability. Over 65% of our participating
properties are hospitals, educational institutions,
government, and nonprofits. As these properties
become more operationally efficient, they not only
reduce their footprint, but save money which can
be reinvested in supporting their missions, all
serving the community.

About the
Cleveland 2030 District
Network Update
When Architecture 2030 created the Challenge
for Planning and began the movement to create
2030 Districts across North America, it was never
their intention to manage and coordinate the
group forever. In 2017, Architecture 2030 and the
established Districts worked together to create
the 2030 Districts Network. This is a 501(c)(3)

organization designed to advance and coordinate
the work of the individual Districts. While we still
have the full support of Architecture 2030, it was
time for us to stand on our own. With a Board
of Directors from diverse industries, we feel the
Network is well positioned to foster the growth of
the organization through expansion and to support
the work and collaborative efforts of existing
Districts.

About

the
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“Building for tomorrow is critical for our city’s future! Geis is a proud
supporter of the Cleveland 2030 District. We are not only a financial
sponsor but we also participate as a Property Adopter. As one of the
region’s leading builders, property owners, and property managers we see
the value in ensuring that a building is not only designed and constructed
as efficiently as possible, but the building and properties are operating at
their most efficient performance. It is critical for the building sector to
reduce their environmental footprint and contribute to a healthier more
resilient urban environment.”

- Brandon Kline, Director, Design Development, Geis Companies

Property Adopters
AM Higley
American Cancer Society
Hope Lodge
American Landmark
Properties
Becky’s Bar & Grill
Bedrock Detroit
Calfee, Halter & Griswold,
LLP
Care Alliance
Center for Arts-Inspired
Learning
Church of the Covenant
City of Cleveland
Cleveland Botanical
Garden
Cleveland Browns
Cleveland Cavaliers
Cleveland Clinic
Cleveland Hearing and
Speech Center
Cleveland Indians

Cleveland Institute of
Music
Cleveland Museum of
Art
Cleveland Museum of
Natural History
Cleveland Public Library
Cleveland State University
Cuyahoga Community
College
Cuyahoga County
Flats East Bank
Forest City Realty Trust
Geis Companies
GL Housing Group
Global Center for Health
Innovation
GPD Group
Great Lakes Science
Center
Greater Cleveland
Regional Transit
Authority

Downtown
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Hanna Commercial Real
Estate
Hertz Investment Group
Huntington Convention
Center
James Breen Real Estate
Jones Day
K2M Design, Inc.
Landmark RE
Management
Lazorpoint
Magnolia Clubhouse
Medical Mutual
MRN, Ltd.
Museum of
Contemporary Art
North Coast Commercial,
LLC
Northeast Ohio Areawide
Coordinating Agency
Old Stone Church
Optima Management
Group

University Circle
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Playhouse Square
PNC Bank
RESTORE Cold Pressed
Robert P. Madison
International Architects
Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame and Museum
Ronald McDonald House
Scene Magazine
Sikora Law/Omni Title
St. Vincent Charity
Medical Center
The 820 Company
The General Services
Administration (GSA)
The Millennia Companies
Trinity Cathedral and
Trinity Commons
United Way of Greater
Cleveland
University Circle, Inc.
University Hospitals

Participation
We are dedicated to strengthening the Great Lakes
region by making Northeast Ohio more sustainable
in the face of climate change. The Cleveland 2030
District arose from the City’s Sustainable Cleveland
2019 initiative, founded to support the City’s efforts
to create a more resilient and sustainable city,
which includes addressing the built environment as
a key component.
The reasons for focusing on energy, water and
transportation emissions in the commercial
building sector are clear. According to the U.S.
Energy Information Administration, commercial
buildings use approximately 50% of the energy
consumed in the United States and it is thought
that almost 30% is wasted. They also site in 2012,
large commercial buildings used 359 billion
gallons of water. The National Resource Defense
Council reports in 2013, commuter transportation
accounted for 20% of all greenhouse gas emissions
in the U.S.

Property owners and managers who have
voluntarily joined the 2030 District are the
leaders in our community, actively measuring their
progress toward our goals. By becoming more
operationally efficient, they not only contribute to
a healthier environment for Cleveland but reduce
their operating costs as well. Furthermore, energy
efficient buildings provide other benefits such as
higher occupancy rates, enhanced asset values
and a healthier environment for employees and
tenants.
The Cleveland 2030 District is comprised of
two footprints. One is the downtown business
district and the other is the University Circle area,
the educational, medical and cultural center of
the city. In these two areas, we have over 230
participating buildings, representing more than 56
million square feet of commercial property. This is
approximately a 50% participation rate.
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“The Cleveland Foundation supports initiatives to advance Cleveland
and the region towards a sustainable future. Cleveland 2030 District
truly embodies this work by providing critical resources and tools to
reduce energy consumption and advance high performance buildings
throughout the city.”

- Stephen Love, Program Officer, Environment, Cleveland Foundation

There are a number of benefits for participating
owners and managers. It only takes a quick
review of our member list to realize our Property
Adopters are the progressive leaders in our
community, working to create a shared vision
for a more sustainable and resilient Cleveland.
Furthermore, the 2030 Districts Network is a
fast growing movement across North America
with more than 350 million square feet of
committed commercial building space. We are
quickly becoming a model for urban sustainability.
Building owners and managers can improve their
competitive positioning. Tenants and employees
are increasingly interested in buildings and
organizations that demonstrate an effort to be
environmentally conscious.
Credit: Hertz Group, Skylight Office Tower

Property Adopter Benefits
Using Energy Star Portfolio Manager, we are able
to measure building-specific and District-wide
progress toward our goals. This allows individual
properties to have a measurable metric to include
in their own sustainable development initiatives.
We provide hands-on support in using Portfolio
Manager to ensure each building’s account is up
to date and accurately reflects their consumption

Cost-effective
opperational efficiency
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Recognition as a leader
in the community

of energy and water. We then provide semi-annual
building performance reports to measure progress
and review consumption relative to baseline
metrics and consumption rates of other similar
buildings nationally. This process equips each
building owner or manager to make the best, most
informed decisions on how to make their building
as efficient as it can be.

Improve competitive
positioning

Receive building
performance reports

Member Benefits
Professional Partner Benefits
We have a robust list of Professional Partners who
offer special incentives or exclusive discounted
products and services to help our participating
properties both create a roadmap to realize their
efficiency goals and implement the projects that

Bring the cutting edge of
building performance to
your customers

Expand brand
awareness

will help them achieve their objectives. On a
national level, the 2030 Districts Network offers the
Marketplace, a list of partners offering discounts to
all 2030 members across North America.

Get Recognized

Connect to new
ideas, education &
opportunities for your
customers

Community Partner Benefits
Cleveland 2030 District has been collaborating
with Community Partners and several other local
environmentally minded organizations for the past
few years to present a series of educational events.
These sessions provide continuing education
credits, allow for sharing of best practices,
networking and address a variety of interesting

Extend your
organization’s reach

Connect with building
owners/operators & likeminded organizations

topics. By joining forces with other organizations,
we have access to industry leaders who present on
new technologies and bring our members valuable
information to help them make the best decisions
for increasing building efficiency, to reduce
consumption and lower operating costs.

Recognition in the
Community

Gain access to new
thought leadership
Member Benefits
2017 Progress Report
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“At Eaton, we believe that we owe it to future generations to leave
the world a little “greener.” And the power to make that happen is
in our hands. We are working toward operating more efficiently and
sustainably, and we’re helping our customers do the same. Eaton is
honored to support the role that the Cleveland 2030 District is playing
in our great city to make it a better place to work and live.”
- Garry Jennings, Director of Sales, Eaton

In order to strengthen our cities and build the
nationwide resiliency necessary to put our climate
on a path to stabilization, we need to update our
building stock to be energy efficient. Cleveland is
well on its way toward a goal of a 50% reduction
in building energy usage. Cleveland 2030 District
properties are baselined using Energy Star
Portfolio Manager, which uses a building’s space
type, occupancy, and use details to project how
that property would have performed had it been
a part of the 2003 Commercial Building Energy
Consumption Survey (CBECS).
C2030D measures consumption in site Energy
Usage Intensity (EUI), in kBtu per square foot per
year. Of the 239 buildings participating in the
Cleveland 2030 District, 204 (85%) have been set
up with accounts in Portfolio Manager. Of these,
110 buildings have been aggregated to provide the
majority of these metrics. The properties that were
excluded from the data used to calculate these
metrics either had incomplete data in Portfolio
Manager or represent an unusual space type, such
as museums, stadiums, ballparks, and the like.
Portfolio Manager’s baselining for such unique

Credit: City of Cleveland
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space types is thought to be non-representative
due to a small sample size in the 2003 CBECS and
a lack of comprehensive survey data assessing
nation-wide energy usage for these property types.
As of October 2017, Cleveland 2030 District
properties collectively reduced energy usage by
20.4% from baseline, showing an average weathernormalized site EUI of 83.2. Our data pool has
become much more robust since we have added
more than 18 million square feet since 2015. While
the percent reduction from baseline in EUI of our
District has remained steady over the past two
years, annual kBtu saved from baseline has grown
from 368 million kBtu in 2015 to 395 million kBtu
in 2017.

Energy Progress
Cleveland 2030 District properties collectively
reduced carbon dioxide emissions by 51,979 metric
tons from baseline projections. This 22% decrease
in emissions is equivalent to taking 5,613 single
family homes off the grid. In terms of dollars saved,
our properties spent $6.1 million less than Portfolio
Manager’s baseline annual energy cost projections.
Given that we have over 40 office properties with
complete data in Portfolio Manager, we are able to
report on aggregated progress office buildings are

Credit: City of Cleveland

making towards our 2030 goals. Office properties
collectively reduced energy usage by 27.3% from
baseline. The average Energy Star score for an
office property in the District is 68.6. Energy Star
score is a scaled value from 1-100 assigned
by Portfolio Manager, with 75+ scores being
considered top performers.

Credit: University Circle, Inc

Creating a Sustainable Cleveland by Decreasing Energy Consumption
• According to the Energy Information Administration, in 2012, commercial buildings consumed 48%
of the energy produced in the United States, and it was estimated that 30% of that was wasted.
• In 2010, commercial buildings were responsible for 45% of U.S. greenhouse gas emissions.
• Mitigating climate change requires addressing the consumption of the built environment.

Energy Progress
2017 Progress Report
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“As a national real estate company, Forest City is well aware that buildings
consume nearly half of the energy produced in the U.S. We support the
Cleveland 2030 District to ensure property owners and managers have
access to the tools and resources they need to reduce this environmental
impact, in turn saving money and creating a cleaner, healthier Cleveland.”

- Jill Ziegler, Director of Sustainability and Corporate Responsibility, Forest City Realty Trust

Cleveland 2030 District is working to reduce
commercial building water consumption by 50%
by the year 2030. Water metrics are calculated as
Water Usage Intensity, WUI, in annual gallons used
per square foot.
In 2017, with the assistance of the Cleveland
Department of Water, we set our water
consumption baseline for the District and
integrated WUI into our building performance
reports. Setting our water baseline and beginning
to report on the WUI metric was a huge milestone
for C2030D, as it means we have set baselines
and are now reporting on all three of our core
metrics. Unlike energy and transportation, setting
a Cleveland-specific water baseline was imperative
for the District given that water usage trends
vary widely across the United States. While the
EPA is working to set a national standard metric,
currently none exist for analyzing baseline building
water consumption. Working with the Department
of Water, we reviewed consumption trends and
analyzed District space types. Given technological
upgrades made by the Department of Water in

2009, we chose 2010 as our baseline year. Upon
reviewing the variance in the data among District
properties and space types, we determined that
the best path forward was to baseline each building
using their own 2010 water consumption.
As of November 2017, Cleveland 2030 District
member properties have collectively reduced water
consumption 18% from baseline. This is equivalent
to saving 97.5 million gallons of water.
In 2017, Cleveland 2030 District worked to
engage members in applying for the Northeast
Ohio Regional Sewer District Green Infrastructure

Credit: City of Cleveland
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Water Progress
Grants (GIG) program, a key component of their
Project Clean Lake. While the GIG program focuses
on stormwater management, we feel as a city on
the shores of Lake Erie that managing overflow
is imperative to maintaining the health of our
freshwater resources. C2030D also supported the
Cleveland Department of Water’s STEP program
by helping to find mentors and speakers to engage
participating students. This program exposes 6th9th graders to career opportunities in the fields of
science, technology, engineering, and math. We
encourage all of our participating properties to sign
up for the Department of Water’s Leak Detection

Credit: City of Cleveland

program, a proactive early detection measure.
The City of Cleveland successfully launched
their “Don’t Break the Lake” campaign to raise
awareness around plastic pollution in Lake
Erie. Aiming to spur technological innovation,
Cleveland Water Alliance co-presented Erie Hack,
a competition of creative technological solutions
to tackle the Lake’s key challenges. The Cuyahoga
Soil and Water Conservation District hosted 29
stream clean ups, and raised over $500,000 for
conservation projects.

Credit: Kristin Hudak

Creating a Sustainable Cleveland by Conserving Water
• According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration, in 2012, large commercial buildings used
359 billion gallons of water.
• In a city with a combined sewer overflow system, it is critical to manage water consumption and
stormwater events.
• The Great Lakes are one of the largest freshwater resources in the world. It is vitally important to
guard and manage the health of Lake Erie.
W at e r P r o g r e s s
2017 Progress Report
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“The Kresge Foundation has been pleased to support the Cleveland 2030
District since 2012. The 2030 District plays a critical role in assisting
Cleveland’s real estate community to improve the performance of the city’s built
environment. By spurring investment in energy and water efficiency, the Cleveland
2030 District is helping building owners, managers, and other partners to reduce
operating costs, increase asset value, improve public health, and boost the city’s
sustainability and resilience.”
- Jessica Boehland, Senior Program Officer, Kresge Foundation

Cleveland 2030 District properties are committed
to reducing carbon dioxide emissions from
commuter transportation by 50% by the year 2030.
Commuter transportation is defined here as daily
employee travel to and from work.
2030 Districts set their own transportation
baselines, which represent the average District
commuter’s annual carbon emissions. After
researching commuter data available at the local,
state, and federal levels, Cleveland 2030 District
decided to use the National Household Travel
Survey of 2001 to set our baseline. Given that the
Midwest has some of the most carbon-intensive
commuting patterns in the United States, we
determined that using national data to calculate
Cleveland’s baseline accurately reflected commuter
behavior. The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit
Authority (GCRTA) and Northeast Ohio Areawide
Coordinating Agency (NOACA) were instrumental
in assisting us with research and development of
this baseline. We would like to extend our thanks
to these Community Partners for their support and
assistance.

Credit: Brian Fyfe
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After setting our transportation baseline, we
developed our first Cleveland 2030 District
Commuter Transportation Survey. This survey was
disbursed to our properties in late 2016, and was
designed to gather data on employee commute
patterns. In University Circle, we partnered with
University Circle, Inc. to distribute the survey.
We will repeat this survey once every two years,
in order to assess progress toward our goal.
Completion of this survey allowed us to integrate
transportation into our building level performance
reports, so that each individual participating
property in the District is able to track their
progress. In addition, we are able measure Districtwide progress.

Transportation Progress
As of the end of 2016, Cleveland 2030 District’s
biennial survey showed properties had collectively
reduced commuter CO2 emissions by 15% from
baseline.
In 2017, Cleveland made great progress in
promoting sustainable transportation. Bike
Cleveland worked with the City to implement an
extensive network of bike lanes, adding 14 miles
of bike infrastructure. Cleveland 2030 District
collaborated with Northeast Ohio Areawide
Coordinating Agency and the City of Cleveland to
present the Commuter Choice Awards, a friendly
challenge designed to celebrate employers that
incentivize alternative transportation methods as
well as highlight NOACA’s new commute logging
C2030D Participating Properties
Transportation Mode Split

Commuter Choice Awards 2017

program, Gohio Commute. Cleveland’s bikeshare
program, UH Bikes, offers 250 bikes throughout the
city. The University Circle area is working hard to
better understand commuting patterns, and hired a
transportation coordinator to spearhead this work.
The Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority
provides an alternative for commuters with a fullscale bus, rapid, and trolley service throughout
Northeast Ohio, in addition to programs that make
it easy for employers to incentivize RTA as a mode
of transportation.

Credit: Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority

Creating a Sustainable Cleveland by Reducing Transportation Emissions
• Cleveland, according to the American Lung Association, has one of the worst air quality statistics in
the country.
• The National Resource Defense Council reports in 2013, commuter transportation accounted for
20% of US annual greenhouse gas emissions. In 2017, the EIA reports that the transportation
sector became the largest source of U.S. carbon emissions.
• Encouraging alternative transportation creates a more accessible urban environment.
T r a n s p o r tat i o n P r o g r e s s
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Thanks to our Funders
Funders:

Platinum Sponsor:

Silver Sponsors:

Bronze Sponsors:

Affiliate Sponsors:

Visit www.2030districts.org/Partners to view all of our Community Stakeholders and Professional Partners.
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Get Involved
Members:

Community Partners:

If your building is in the 2030
Downtown or University Circle footprint,
consider joining us. We will help
you set up an Energy Star Portfolio
Manager account to track your utilities.
Once you share your data with us,
we'll provide you with a building
performance report. This provides
you with the information you need to
take the next steps toward making
your building operationally efficient
and be included in this fast growing
movement.

If your organization's mission is aligned
with the Cleveland 2030 District,
consider becoming a Community
Partner. You can expand your
organization's reach and collaborate
with the 2030 District in providing new
thought leadership.

Volunteers:
We have a number of committees
always open to new volunteers. No
matter what your area of expertise,
we have a place for you to make a
difference.

Professional Partners:
If your firm provides a service or
products that are helpful to our
members in reaching the 2030 goals,
consider becoming a partner. You will
be expanding your brand awareness to
the most progressive property owners
and managers in Cleveland. Bring your
cutting edge technology and service to
support the mission of the Cleveland
2030 District.

Sponsors:
Please consider a donation. We
appreciate the support of our funders
and sponsors. We would not be able
to make progress toward our goals
without your generous support. The
Cleveland 2030 District is important
to the economic development,
sustainable development and the
health and resiliency of the city.

Join us today!
Visit www.2030districts.org/Cleveland
Follow us on Twitter @cle2030district
Like us on Facebook
For more information on membership or
partnership requirements, email us at
info@2030districts.org

G e t I n v o lv ed
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“We are proud that the Cleveland 2030 District began as a Sustainable
Cleveland working group, emerging out of our 2010 Annual Summit. They’ve
been making steady progress ever since in supporting a built environment that’s
healthier and more sustainable, especially in terms of energy efficiency. As the
second of now 18 cities to establish a District, Cleveland is viewed as a leader
in this area. The City of Cleveland looks forward to continue supporting this
leadership as the Cleveland 2030 District expands and evolves over time.”
- Matthew Gray, Chief of Sustainability, City of Cleveland

2030 Districts Network Board of Directors
(Board members from Cleveland are in bold)

Brett Phillips, Unico, Network Board Chair
Jiri Skopek, Jones Lang LaSalle, Network Board
Vice Chair
Tim Thiel, Covestro, LLC, Network Treasurer
Anna Siefken, Carnegie Mellon, Network Board
Secretary
Cynthia Cicigoi, Cleveland 2030 District, Network
Executive Committee
Emily Gordon, Stamford 2030 District
Tyler Harris, General Services Administration
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Jason Kobeda, Major League Baseball
Vincent Martinez, Architecture 2030
Sara Neff, Kilroy Realty
Andrea Pinabell, Southface
Dave Pogue, CBRE
Jon Utech, Cleveland Clinic
Jenita Warner, Northeast Ohio Regional Sewer
District
Susan Wickwire, Seattle 2030 District
Jill Ziegler, Forest City Realty Trust

Board of Directors
Cleveland 2030 District
Board of Directors
The Board of Directors guides the organization,
helping to keep the mission and goals of the 2030
District grounded in the realities of day-to-day
business.
Jill Ziegler, Chair - Forest City Realty Trust
Christopher Toddy, Vice Chair - Christopher @
Architects
Mark Stockman, Secretary - Frantz Ward
Janet Mann, Treasurer - FirstMetrix Corporation
Marc G. Divis - Cleveland Thermal
Susann Geithner - Emerald Built Environments
Darrell Fields - Forbes, Fields & Associates
Matt Gray - City of Cleveland
Matthew Heisey - Vocon
Garry Jennings - Eaton
Matt Joseph - Brewer-Garrett
Brandon Kline - Geis Properties
David November - Cuyahoga Community College
Don Rerko - Makovich & Pusti Architects, Inc.
Eric Small - Public Finance and Energy Advisors
Ron Stupka - Calfee, Halter and Griswold
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